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ABSTRACT

A Minimum-Cost-Neighbor Multicast Routing Protocol
for Mobile Wireless Ad Hoc Networks

by

Keyvan Amiri

MiCoN (Minimum-Cost Neighbor) is a new on-demand multicast routing protocol
for mobile wireless ad hoc networks.

Multicast routing in MiCoN is based on a

new multi-route unicast routing protocol for maintaining routes between the network
nodes and all group receivers. This routing is guaranteed to be loop-free even in
the presence of dropped packets in the wireless network. MiCoN packet forwarding
is based on a new local approximation of the optimal multicast tree, achieved by
modeling multicasting as a Facility-Location-Problem.

Evaluated in ns-2 simulations,

MiCoN outperforms ADMR, the previously best performing on-demand multicast
routing protocol for mobile ad hoc networks. To support this evaluation, I have also
developed a new simulation model for sparse movement scenarios in ad hoc networks.
MiCoN achieves better performance than ADMR in terms of its packet delivery ratio,
latency, and overhead in dense scenarios, and substantially outperforms ADMR on
these metrics in sparse networks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Multicasting, the dissemination of data packets to a group of receivers in a network, is
used for efficient group communication between nodes. The problem of multicasting
has been well studied in the context of wired networks, and many wired multicasting
protocols have been proposed in the literature. In the Internet, a vitual overlay network (MBone), is formed which includes only certain routers that support multicast
functionality [3]. The multicast tree establishment and the forwarding of data packets
is done through tunnels along unicast routers in the network.

1.1

Multicast Routing in Ad Hoc Networks

Due to the different network conditions between wired networks and wireless ad hoc
networks (MANETs), such multicasting protocols can not be easily adapted to use
in ad hoc networks. The low transmission quality, dynamic behavior of the network
nodes, and low bandwidth in such networks require much more efficient handling of
the multicast routing task. There has been a number of multicast routing protocols
proposed for MANET to support this type of routing (e.g., [5,7,8,10,11,15-18]).
Most of these protocols either try to form a mesh structure or a tree containing the
set of senders and the receivers of the group.
In mesh-based approaches, the senders and receivers of the group are interconnected through a set of nodes forming a mesh structure. The Core Assisted Mesh
Protocol (CAMP) [5], On-Demand Multicast Routing Protocol (ODMRP) [10], and
Protocol for Unified Multicasting through Announcements (PUMA) [17] are examples
of such protocols.
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On the other hand, in tree-based approaches, tree structures are formed between
the senders and the receivers of the group. In these protocols, typically a single path
exists between the senders and receivers of the group. Some examples of these protocols are the Multicast Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector protocol (MOADV) [15]
and Adaptive Demand-Driven Multicast Routing protocol (ADMR) [7].
MAODV [15] is a multicast protocol based on the AODV unicast protocol, which
maintains a tree between all the receivers of the multicast group. Associated with each
group in a connected component of the network is a group leader which is responsible
for maintaining the multicast group destination sequence number. This leader will
usually be the first receiver that joins the group. When multiple partitions of the
network with different leaders get merged, the leader with the highest IP address
becomes the new leader of the group.
Using MAODV, the leader sends "hello" messages periodically that have information about the group sequence number and the hop counts from the leader. This
message enables the reconnection of trees in different portions of the network and for
other nodes to obtain their distance from this node. When a receiver wishes to join
the multicast group or a sender wants to send a packet to the group, if it is not already
connected to the tree, it must join through a "Route Request" message. This Route
Request message will be rebroadcasted by nodes until it reaches a node with routes
to the multicast group. If the request is coming from a receiver, only nodes belonging
to the multicast tree can respond; however, if it comes from a sender, any node with
routes to the multicast tree can respond in the form of a "Route Reply." The Route
Reply starts traveling on the reverse route that was formed by the transmission of
the Route Request, and if the Route Reply is in response to a join request, all these
intermediate nodes will become potential multicast tree nodes. These nodes will be
later activated and join this group when the requesting receiver sends an activating
message on this route, which causes these intermediate nodes to join the multicast
tree. Nodes on the multicast tree are responsible for keeping track of their next hops
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by the approaches suggested in the AODV protocol, such as sending periodic hello
messages or link layer transmissions.

Whenever they detect a link failure to one

of their next hops, they begin to repair the broken link in order to rejoin the two
disconnected components.
PUMA [17], likewise, maintains the connection between the receivers of a group,
and corresponding to each group is a node named the Core. However, unlike the tree
in MAODV, a mesh is formed between receivers of the group. This mesh consists
of the receivers and all nodes on all of the shortest paths between the core and the
receivers. The first receiver joining the group will usually be the group's core, or if
multiple receivers are joining the group concurrently, they will participate in a core
election process similar to the spanning tree algorithm in internetworks of transparent
bridges, resulting in choosing the core with the highest ID. The core may also change
if the network gets disconnected or if different portions of the network merge together,
in which case, the nodes will participate in the core election again.
The core node in PUMA sends multicast announcement periodically with information about the Core ID, group ID, the distance to the core, and a mesh member flag.
This information is used by other nodes to elect the core, obtain their best routes to
the core, and determine whether they should join or leave the mesh. A sender sends
a packet to the multicast group by forwarding it along one of the shortest path to the
core. When this data packet reaches one of the mesh nodes, it will be flooded within
the mesh and hence the receivers will eventually receive the packet.
Using a mesh in PUMA instead of a tree as in MAODV increases the protocol
resilience to link breakage, and also provides faster delivery to the multicast receivers.
ADMR, on the other hand, is a tree-based multicast protocol which unlike the
previous protocols, has removed most of the non-on-demand portions of the multicasting [7]. The on-demand nature of ADMR stems from the fact that it does not rely on
any periodic neighbor sensing or group's leader periodic announcements to maintain
connectivity, as is done in other multicasting protocols for their core functionality.
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ADMR works by establishing a source-based forwarding tree from the group
senders to the receiver members.

This group consists of the nodes on the short-

est paths from the sender to the receiver members and is maintained as the topology
changes.
Monitoring the traffic pattern in ADMR is utilized both to detect broken links
and for multcast tree expiration. Broken links are detected by a disconnection timer
which a node maintains during which a node expects to receive a data packet. The
absence of data packets in this timer's duration is an indication of tree disconnection.
Nodes detecting tree disconnection will first initiate a local repair procedure that
is done by sending a hop-limited "RECONNECT" packet as a network flood. Due
to the locality of the tree breakages, some node which is already connected to the
tree will usually receive the RECONNECT packet and will unicast it along the path
back to the group sender. Sender will then reply with a "RECONNECT REPLY"
packet, taking the path back to the disconnected node which originally initiated the
repair procedure, causing the set of the nodes on this path to become new forwarders.
Global repair procedure is performed by the receiver members when the local repair
procedure fails.
Expiring multicast state that is no longer needed is also based on monitoring the
traffic pattern. Every forwarding node in the multicast tree maintains an expiration
timer which is based on the inter-packet time of the group's sender application, initialized when the multicast tree state is established. Based on this timer, nodes in the
network will silently expire their forwarding state when there is no active multicast
tree sender for the group.
ADMR also automatically prunes the unnecessary portions of the multicast tree
when they are no longer needed for forwarding of multicast data packets. This pruning
is based on the lack of passive acknowledgments from the node's children, which
indicates that there are no receivers downstream of the node interested in receiving
data packets from this node.
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Most of the prior work in multicasting have proactive behavior, causing them
to periodically send announcements in order to update the multicast network state
as the network changes.
[7-10, 16].

However, a few protocols have some on-demand nature

ADMR removes most of the non-on-demand portion of the multicast

protocol operation and thus maintains much better performance than most of existing
ad hoc network routing protocols.
Moreover, the majority of the prior work in multicasting is based on broadcast
transmissions by intermediate forwarders in the multicast mesh or tree. Broadcasting
has benefits in multicast protocols mostly due to the nature of having to deliver
the packet to multiple receivers.

Since, in multicasting, a node usually needs to

transmit the packet to multiple next neighbors, using broadcast transmission can
reduce the overhead caused by otherwise having to use separate transmission per
next neighbor. Moreover, the use of broadcasting can cause other forwarders to begin
their transmission as soon as they overhear at least one such multicast data packet,
hence decreasing the overall latency of packet delivery to multicast receivers.
However, there are downsides to using broadcast transmissions for multicast routing in wireless ad hoc networks, in addition to inefficient multicast routing done in
the prior work, explained in the following section.

1.2

Drawbacks of Prior Multicast Routing Protocols

Broadcast transmissions are inherently less reliable than unicast transmissions due
to their lack of acknowledgment mechanism as opposed to the unicast transmission
which have link-layer acknowledgment and retransmissions. Since most of the prior
protocols are evaluated only in dense scenarios, the redundancy in the number of
nodes transmitting broadcast packets can compensate for any potential packet losses.
However, as I evaluate the performance of ADMR in sparse scenarios, I observe that
broadcast-based approaches will suffer from a great reduction in their packet delivery
ratio in such networks.
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Figure 1.1 : Node S Wants to Send the Packets to Both Ri and R2 which Belong to
a Multicast Group

Sparse ad hoc networks, in general, are ad hoc networks in which nodes have
limited number of neighbors, the extreme case of which will be having a number of
nodes all lined up in a single chain. In this scenario, other than the two endpoint
nodes which each have one neighbor, all the intermediate nodes have two neighbors
and nodes can communicate only through the one-hop direct link with one another.
More realistic sparse scenarios with nodes having more neighbors are possible, but
because of less redundancy and greater distance between nodes in such networks,
broadcast-based protocols are more susceptible to any packet losses and can produce
dramatically worse results in terms of the fraction of the packets they can deliver.
In contrast, the well known Random Waypoint mobility model tends to produce
scenarios in which the nodes often are moving across the center of the topology,
leading to creating denser topologies. However, in order to study the real effect of
having sparse networks, a real model for such networks is needed. Therefore, in this
thesis, I introduce a new model based on the Random Waypoint model in ns-2 that
is able to produce connected, sparse movement scenarios.
In addition to previous drawbacks, immediate forwarding of broadcast packets can
increase the collision occurrence. Therefore, these protocols should delay sending the
packet for a random time called jitter. These jitters are applied at every forwarding
node, thus the latency due to these jitters gets accumulated at every node. However,
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unicast transmissions do not need to employ jitters for sending data packets and thus
they can potentially achieve better overall delivery latency.
Another weak point of the current multicast protocols is that there is no concept
of route optimality using efficient routes between the senders and receivers. On the
one hand, most of the current multicast protocols obtain the shortest hop count paths
between either the receivers, or senders and receivers; however, they either only use
one of such routes for the packet delivery which happens in tree-based approaches; or
they use all of them in mesh approaches without addressing how many of such links
are actually needed or efficient in terms of the number of packet forwarding. On the
other hand, the shortest hop count paths are neither the only routes between two
nodes in the network nor are they the best routes for delivering multicast packet to
receivers. Indeed, as shown in Figure 1.1, node S wants to send a packet to nodes Ri
and i?2 which belong to a multicast group. If S had merely remembered the shortest
hop count paths to these 2 receivers, it will choose the paths S — M — N —

for

delivering the packet to node R\ and path S — O — P — R2 for delivering the packet to
node i?2 which results in 6 total transmissions. However, if S had knowledge about
reaching both receivers through its next neighbor Q, even though it is one hop farther
than both receivers compared to its shortest hop count paths, it would have led to a
more efficient transmission of the packet through S — Q — T first, and then through
T — Rl, and T — R2 giving 4 total transmissions. Therefore, by using a higher hop
count path, the total data transmission overhead was saved by 2.

1.3

The Minimum-Cost-Neighbor Multicast Routing
Protocol (MiCoN)

In this thesis, I present a new unicast-based multicast protocol (MiCoN) that avoids
the first two problems mentioned associated with the broadcast transmissions, achieving near 100 percent packet delivery ratio and significantly lower latency than the
previous best multicast protocol, ADMR. Moreover, MiCoN uses a new multi-route
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unicast routing protocol (Murun) to maintain multiple routes between nodes in the
network and the receiver members belonging to the multicast group. Through use
of the routes provided by Murun, nodes can makes their best localized decision by
approximating the optimal multicast tree to pick the most efficient routes to a set
of receiver members.

In order to approximate the optimal multicast tree, I have

modeled the problem of finding the most efficient set of next neighbors as a facility
location problem. By solving the facility location counterpart problem, each node
can find the most efficient set of receivers locally. I derive the upper-bound for the
local approximation of the optimal multicast tree and show that it can achieve the
best upper bound for any local approximation of the multicast tree in terms of the
total number of data packet transmissions needed. Due to the approximation of the
optimal multicast tree, the efficiency of the underlying multi-route unicast protocol,
and other protocol optimizations, MiCoN is able to maintain a much better routing
overhead than ADMR.

1.4

Thesis Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses how the receiver
members join the group in MiCoN, the three components in MiCoN's operation, and
how the forwarding process works in the protocol. In the next three chapters, I will
explain each one of these three components in more details. Chapters 3 discusses
the local approximation part of MiCoN which is used as the forwarding decision base
for selecting the most efficient set of next neighbors based on local knowledge. In
Chapter 4, I explain the operation of the underlying multi-route unicast protocol used
to maintain routes between nodes and receiver members of the group. In Chapter 5,
I present the third component of the protocol which is the distributed optimization
of the routes used to improve the routing decision made at intermediate nodes. In
Chapter 6, the further details about MiCoN's operation is discussed.

Chapter 7

presents a new sparse, connected mobility model which I developed for evaluation of
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the routing protocols. I also have an overview on ADMR which was used as the point
of comparison in this chapter. The performance metrics considered for the evaluation
are also discussed in this chapter. In Chapter 8, the simulation results are presented,
and Chapter 9 discusses the conclusions and future work. Finally in Appendix A, I
derive the upper bound for the local approximation algorithm in terms of number of
data packet transmissions needed, and in Appendix B, I present the formal proof for
the loop-freedom property of the new multi-route unicast routing protocol (Murun)
upon which MiCoN is based.
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Chapter 2
M i C o N Protocol Overview
This chapter provides an overview of the design of the Minimum-Cost-Neighbor Multicast Routing Protocol (MiCoN). Following this chapter, the subsequent four chapters
build upon this overview to provide the complete design of MiCoN.

2.1

Join/Leave Process

MiCoN is a receiver-initiated multicast protocol in which receivers begin to join a
group by sending one-time RCVR-JOIN messages through flooding and it works
entirely on demand.
Likewise, nodes leave a group by sending one-time RCVR-LEAVE messages which
will also flood throughout the network. Both RCVR-JOIN and RCVR-LEAVE messages have a sequence number field generated by the receiver members. This sequence
number gets incremented every time one of these two packet types is generated by the
receiver, and it has two purposes. Firstly, the pair: (receiver id, sequence number) is
used as a packet identifier in order to forward these two flood-type packets only once.
Secondly it is used to update the membership information about the receiver at nodes.
In order to accomplish this task, nodes need to keep track of the group/members information about different multicast groups. Since a message with a higher sequence
number from a particular receiver is more up-to-date, nodes will update their group
information only when the incoming packet has a higher sequence number for the
receiver than its previously stored value. For instance, if a node has received a JOINGROUP message from a receiver, and later receives a LEAVE-GROUP message with
a smaller sequence number, the node will discard the LEAVE-GROUP message and
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will still consider the receiver as the member of the group. However, if the sequence
number in the LEAVE-GROUP message is higher than the previously received sequence number from this receiver, this indicates that the LEAVE-GROUP message
was generated after the JOIN-GROUP message. Therefore the node needs to delete
this member from the multicast group. The sequence number can further be used in
order to maintain the consistency about the group-membership knowledge at nodes.

2.2

Components of MiCoN

The RCVR-JOIN packets establish the initial set of routes between the nodes in
the network (some of which might become potential senders for this group), and
the receiver members of the group. The routes are further maintained between the
future group senders and the receivers by an on-demand multi-route unicast protocol (Murun). A multicast packet starts traveling from the sender and branches out
at different intermediate forwarders based on a local approximation of the optimal
multicast tree at the intermediate nodes with each forwarder being responsible for
a different set of receiver members until the packet arrives at the intended group
members. Distributed optimization of the routes is performed throughout MiCoN's
operation which improves the routing decision made at the intermediate nodes (chapter 5). Therefore, there are 3 components to MiCoN's operation which I cover in
the following chapters. Chapter 3 talks about how the local approximation algorithm
works. In Chapter 4, I present the operation of the new multi-route unicast routing
protocol (Murun) which maintains routes between network nodes and individual receiver members of the group. Chapter 5 discusses how intermediate nodes perform
the local optimization of the routes. In the next section, I describe how the data
packet forwarding works in MiCoN based on these 3 components.
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Figure 2.1 : Multicast Data Packet Forwarding in MiCoN

2.3

Forwarding Process

A data packet starts disseminating from the source node, and at each step of packet
forwarding, different intermediate nodes are assigned the responsibility of delivering
the packet to a different subset of receivers in the multicast group, and eventually the
forwarding should deliver the packet to all the receiver members of the group.
The assignment of neighbors to a set of receivers is based on the local approximation of the multicast tree. At the initial phase, the source node does the approximation
and based on that finds a set of neighbors each being responsible for a subset of receiver members. It will then delegate the responsibility of each one of these subset
of receivers to their associated neighbors by sending the packet to the corresponding
neighbors.
On receiving the packet from the node, every one of these next neighbors knows
which receivers it will be responsible for and therefore finds a new approximation
for the new subset of receivers. It will then forward the packet to the set of next
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neighbors obtained from its local approximation, and this process continues in the
same fashion for all the intermediate nodes until the packet ultimately reaches the
receiver members of the multicast group. Other than normal handling of the delegated
receivers, intermediate nodes in MiCoN perform distributed optimization of routes
based on their knowledge from the last time of packet forwarding. The distributed
optimization will be explained in Chapter 5, and is used to improve both the overhead
and latency of the protocol.
An example of the multicast packet forwarding is depicted in Figure 2.1. In this
Figure, above each link between the multicast forwarders is the set of receivers which
is delegated to the node at the endpoint of that link. For example, node S assigns
receiver Ri and i?2 to node A, and R3 and R4 to node D, and each node in turn
chooses a set of neighbors to handle the receivers that it is responsible for until all
the receiver members i?i,..., R4 receive the packet.
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Chapter 3
A Local Approximation
of the Optimal Multicast Tree
3.1

Overview

As shown in Figure 1.1, the best routes for dissemination of multicast data packet is
through a neighbor which does not necessarily lie on the shortest paths between the
sender and the receivers. This is due to the fact that for finding the best routes in
multicasting, we should look at the whole combination of receivers, unlike the unicast
protocols which suffices to consider only the shortest routes. However, finding the
best combination of nodes which results in the lowest number of packet forwarding
is an NP-complete problem, which requires the global consistent knowledge about
the network topology at every node. Such a consistent knowledge is proved to be
nearly infeasible specially for mobile wireless networks. This is due to the unreliability of wireless transmissions which can result in packet losses and thus creates
inconsistencies at nodes about the the network graph.
Due to the need for up-to-date knowledge about different topology changes, such
information requires periodic update announcements sent by nodes and then flooded
throughout the network. However, the bandwidth in MANETs is much less than
that of wired networks and such periodic flooding can greatly increase the load on
the network.
On the other hand, link failures and packet drops are much more common in
wireless networks than the wired ones due to wireless interference, node mobility,
noise and signal attenuation. Therefore, even if the network can tolerate the overhead
of such link state transmissions, there is a high chance of inconsistency in the node
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knowledge about the network and the actual topology.

Consequently, the routes

obtained via link-state routing protocols are not necessarily optimal or even worse
might have routing loops in them.
Therefore a distributed computation of the optimal multicast tree through an
approximation based on the local information is preferable. In the next section, I will
formally define the problem which the local approximation solves.

3.2

Problem Definition

In order to find a local approximation of the optimal multicast tree, we need to find a
local metric which reflects the global optimal multicast tree. To show how the metric
is defined, I make the following observation in the network graph shown in Figure 1.1.
Here, neighbor Q has a higher cost of reaching the two receivers in the multicast group.
However, since both receivers are reachable through this neighbor, the distance to
both of them is reduced simultaneously by one transmission.

However, by using

neighbor M for transmission to the first receiver, and neighbor O for transmission
to the second one, every reduction in hop counts to each receiver requires a separate
transmission. As shown, the transmission of the packet from node Q to T will again
reduce the distance to both receivers simultaneously by one; however, the packet
traveling through the 2 shortest paths requires one separate transmission per one
reduction in the distance to its receiver. Therefore, The more the paths to receivers
are shared by a link, the more can be saved in overhead to deliver the packet to
a set of receivers. Intuitively, in order to find an efficient route based on our local
knowledge about the receivers, we should look for a small number of neighbors with
short routes to receivers.
Based on this observation, I define the local factors relevant to the global optimal
multicast tree. The first local factor is the number of hops between and a node's onehop immediate neighbors. The second local factor is the number of total neighbors
which a node selects for forwarding the packet or more generally, the sum of the
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link costs associated with the selected neighbors. Providing these local information
is the job of a multi-route unicast routing protocol whose operation is described in
Chapter 4.
Therefore, in the local approximation, I assume that a node S wants to sends
a packet to a multicast group consisting of receivers Ri, i?2, i?3,... Each one of the
node's neighbors has a cost in reaching each receiver in the group which is defined as
the shortest path of the neighbor to the receiver known by this node. If no route is
known from a neighbor to a receiver, the cost between the neighbor and the receiver is
defined as infinity (defined to be a very large number). Then the goal is to find a set
of neighbors through which we can hit all the receivers incurring the lowest overhead
in terms of the total number of transmitted data packets.
For any assignment of neighbors to receivers, I represent the local metric as what
I call the C N cost: the C N cost is defined in terms of the local factors which found
earlier and is equal to the total cost of choosing the neighbors plus the sum of their
hop counts to receivers which they are assigned to.
The local approximation chooses an assignment of a subset of neighbors to receivers which minimizes CN metric, referred to as the CN-minimization problem. In
the coming section, the upper bound on the total number of transmission achieved
by this local approximation is discusses.

3.3

Upper Bound Analysis

In Appendix A, I prove the following upper bound for the local approximation of
the optimal multicast tree in terms of the number of traversed edges (the same as
the total number of data packet transmission needed represented by \M\):
1771 (l — a) + amin{\R\,

— where J2 r eR ^ r

sum

^

m

dr +

i n i m u m connection

costs from the node to the receivers, a is the neighbor cost, and \r]\ is the number of
neighbors chosen in the optimal solution. I have also shown that in the case 0 < a < 1
the upper bound for this local approximation is reduced to the sum of the minimum
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hop counts between the node and each receiver member. This upper-bound is the
minimum upper bound that any other approximation algorithm relying only on the
local cost information can achieve. This is due to the fact that there are scenarios
in which the optimal cost of the multicast tree equals the sum of the minimum hop
counts between the node and each receiver. This situation can happen when every
receiver member is only reachable through one of the neighbors. Therefore, any such
algorithm cannot produce better upper bound results than the sum of the minimum
costs between the node and the receiver members. Therefore, the local approximation
of the optimal multicast tree achieves the best upper bound in terms of the total
number of transmitted data packets for 0 < a < 1.

3.4

Solving the CN-Minimization Problem

Now that I have shown how the local approximation works, I will address how the
actual CN-minimization problem can be solved. The CN-minimization problem is
an NP-complete problem.

I present two approaches in order to find the minimal

solution. The first approach which turns out to be often feasible is simply a bruteforce method. In this method, the algorithm tries all the possible assignments of
neighbors to receivers and chooses the assignment which minimizes the CN cost. The
reason for the feasibility of this method is the fairly small number of states which
the brute-force approach should evaluate in the local approximation. The number
of states is proportional to the number of neighbors which a node has. Due to the
locality of the neighbors in the local approximation, the number of states remain
small enough for a brute-force approach to be practical, even if the number of nodes
in the network increases. However, the number of states in the minimum Steiner tree
problem is proportional to the total number of nodes, and hence cannot scale well as
the number of nodes in the network grows. Thus, the brute-force approach for the
real global multicast tree optimization remains expensive ,whereas it stays feasible
for the local approximation problem.
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In case of having large number of neighbors, I present a second approach for the
linear-time approximation of the optimal solution to the CN-minimization problem.
This is done by mapping the CN-mizimization problem to a facility location problem as discussed below. So, I first bring the formulation of the facility location problem
and present how the modeling works.
In a facility location problem, there are a set F of nj of facilities, and a set C of
nc cities. The opening cost of each facility i is /j, and the service cost (connection
cost) of facility i to city j is Cij. The goal is to find a set of facilities for servicing all
the cities such that the total cost of opening facilities, and their connection costs to
the cities for which they provide service is minimized.
The CN-minimization problem can be mapped to the facility location problem
in the following way: The set of neighbors represents the set of facilities using each
incurs a cost as opening a new facility does. The set of cities corresponds to the
set of of receiver members belonging to the multicast group, and the service cost
of a facility for a city is the number of hop counts between the neighbor and the
receiver. Finally, our goal in the original problem is finding the most cost-efficient
set of neighbors through which all the receivers can be reached in the same way that
we want to provide services to all the cities through opening facilities in the facility
location problem. Therefore, in order to find the best set of neighbors, we can solve
its counterpart problem which is the facility location problem which will give us the
set of neighbors and the receivers which they are responsible for. There exist several
good approximation algorithms which can solve the problem in linear time and give
approximations very close to the optimal solution. The greedy approach proposed
in [6] is one of the examples of such linear approximations which I have used in our
implementation when the number of neighbors is large. This approach will solve the
facility location problem in time O (n 3 ) where n = max(n/,n c ) and will achieve an
approximation guarantee of 1.61 times the cost of the optimal solution.
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Now that the two problems are mapped, I discuss how the neighbor cost can be
tuned and how it will affect the optimal solution in the next section.

3.5

Link Cost Analysis

For link costs (a) between 0 and 1, as discussed earlier, the local approximation
gives the best upper bound in terms of the total number of data packet transmissions needed. The link cost of 0 corresponds to the case where the neighbors with
the minimum hop counts to receivers are chosen regardless of how many total neighbors end up being selected. As the link cost increases from 0 to 1, there is more
tendency toward choosing fewer neighbors and yet obtaining the same best upper
bound. Therefore, the link cost of 1 achieves both our criteria which are choosing
the minimum set of neighbors while still obtaining the best upper bound in terms of
the total number of data packet transmissions, which is what I considered as the link
cost in my simulations.
However, apart from the values of link costs giving the best upper bound, a can
also be tuned reflecting the network needs such as favoring some desirable neighbors
over the other ones. Different network conditions such as the link quality, congestion
around some nodes can be the parameters used to define the link costs. For instance
a can be assigned a large number based on the poor link quality between a node and
some neighbor, the large queuing delay on that neighbor, or the high network traffic
load around that neighbor, and the local approximation solution will then avoid using
those undesirable neighbors.
Also, it is likely that a node want to use the fewest number of possible transmission
to save its power regardless of whether or not its selection of neighbors will lead to an
optimal selection of the multicast tree. In this case, a can be assigned a very large
value, and the local approximation will provide the minimum number of selected
neighbors to deliver the packet to a set of receivers.
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According to this mapping, we need to know the distance between our neighbors
and the different receivers in the multicast group. The more knowledge we have
about our neighbors and their distances to the receivers, the more informative and
thus more accurate the local approximation will be in choosing the best set of next
hops. Therefore, we are looking for a routing protocol which can provide multiple
routes for each receiver. In Chapter 4, I introduce a new multi-route unicast routing
protocol which can provide such routes and is guaranteed to be loop free even in the
presence of packet drops.
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Chapter 4
A Multi-route Unicast Routing Protocol
4.1

Murun Protocol Overview

This chapter presents the design of Murun, a new multi-route unicast routing protocol
on which MiCoN is based. The goal of the Murun protocol is to add and maintain
loop-free routes for the nodes per each receiver. The nodes along with their multiple
routes will form a directed acyclic graph (ADG). Nodes can be mobile in the network
and hence the links can become broken and therefore there is a need to maintain
the connectivity of this ADG as the network conditions change. Moreover, I have
made no assumption on the reliability of transmissions and thus there can be packet
drops due to collisions, link failures, signal interference and other reasons. So the
protocol should also be resilient to such conditions and maintain connectivity and
the loop-freedom property. It should be mentioned that designing loop-free multiroute protocols in mobile ad hoc network is extremely challenging due to the loop
problem. An example of such protocols is TORA [12]. TORA, unlike what has been
proved in that paper, is not loop-free. Routing loops in TORA can happen under two
circumstances; First case is when UPD (update) packets in the link-reversal process
are lost and hence nodes will no longer have a consistent view over the direction of the
link between them. The other case which is more common happens in the meantime
of UPD transmissions since the network is not stable yet during those intervals. The
fixes that have been proposed for TORA were able to solve the loop-problem because
of the first reason; however, they were unable to solve the second problem. Therefore,
I present a new protocol which guarantees loop-free routes despite the packet drops
and the latency of control packet transmissions.
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The main two messages used in this protocol are "Route-Broken," "Route-Reply"
packets. Both of these packets have pretty simple and small number of fields which
makes them very efficient in terms of the routing overhead while they obtain the
routing goal, maintaining multi-route loop-free routing tables for the nodes. A routebroken packet is essentially sent when a node runs out of routes for a receiver and is
served to inform its neighbors about its route-less status and its need for new routes.
"Route-Reply" packets are sent by neighbors in response to "Route-Broken" packets
received from a node which will include the routes a neighbor possess for a given
receiver. The nodes initially obtain their routes to receivers through the RCVRJOIN message which is flooded throughout the network from the receiver when they
join the group. The conditions for adding a route is explained later but for the sake
of discussion here I assume that nodes have obtained their routes initially (and they
are loop-free), and focus on how the routes are maintained through the two control
messages. It should also be noted that the protocol is quite flexible in when the
nodes want to update their routes through sending control messages (depending on
whether the protocol works in on-demand mode or pro-active mode) and the timing
of these control messages does not affect the correctness of the protocol. I will first
describe the data structures used in the protocol and then look into the route-broken,
and route-reply packets which are the two basic control messages used for the route
maintenance.

4.2

Data Structures

A routing table at a node is made up of an array of next hops' linked lists. Each
entry in the array corresponds to a receiver for which the node is keeping routes.
Next hops' linked list is a linked list associated to a each receiver whose entries are
essentially the neighbor entries and the routes through them to that receiver. The
fields included in this array are as follows (the usages of these fields will be described
later):
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• The receiver ID which is the ip address of the receiver.
• The UID generated by this node which is the unique identifier associated with
this receiver .
• The minDistance which is the minimum hop count from the receiver across all
the neighbor entries in the linked list corresponding to this receiver.
• The maxDistance which is the maximum hop count from the receiver across all
the neighbor entries in the linked list corresponding to this receiver.
• A pointer to the head of the next hops' linked list.
Each entry in the next hops' linked list consists of the following fields:
• The neighbor ID which is the ip address of the neighbor.
• The minimum hop count which is the minimum number of hops which the
receiver is reachable through this neighbor.
• The maximum hop count which is the maximum number of hops which the
receiver is reachable through this neighbor.
• The UID which is the UID associated to this receiver generated by the neighbor.
• A pointer to the next entry in the linked list.

4.3

Route-Broken and Route-Reply Operation

Whenever a node runs out of routes for a receiver, it needs to send a route-broken
packet, and it also generates a new unique identifier for that receiver if it has sent
a route reply packet previously relying on its old routes. This UID plays an important role in preventing loop in the protocol when packet losses happen. Every node
maintains a unique identifier for each receiver for which it is keeping routes and is
propagated to the node's neighbors in the route-reply packets.
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The route broken packet has 2 functions; First, it is used to request routes from
the node's neighbors, and second to cause the neighbors to delete their old routes to
that receiver through this node. The reason for updating the UID is that in case the
transmission of the route broken packet fails or the neighbors using the current node
as their next hop have gone out of range, the node still be able to detect whether
its neighbors are still using the out-of-date routes through this node. A route-broken
packet only needs to include the ip address of the receiver or receivers for which the
routes are lost.
Nodes receiving the route-broken packet first need to delete the routes to the
receiver which pass through the sender of the route-broken packet. If they also go
route-less, they generate a route-broken packet and a new UID in turn in the same
fashion which the original sender did. Otherwise, if they are still left with some
routes, they generate a route-reply packet in response. This route-reply packet needs
to include the fields for the receiver's IP address, the minimum distance to the receiver, the maximum distance to the receiver, and the UID associated to that receiver.
Nodes who go route-less by receiving the route-broken packet, will also remember the
neighbor from which they received the route-broken packet. When later they obtain
a route to the receiver, and they have not received signs of having routes from this
neighbor (e.g., a route-reply packet from the neighbor indicates that the neighbor has
obtained a route), they will generate a route-reply packet.
Nodes receiving route-replies from their neighbors which decide to add the route
to their routing table (the condition for adding a route to the routing table will be
described later) need to add the UID to the (receiver,neighbor) pair's uid field in the
routing table as well (This is the neighbor's UID associated to the receiver stored in
an entry in the next hops' linked list mentioned in Section4.2). Therefore, associated
to a a route to a receiver through a neighbor is essentially a unique identifier (UID)
which is generated by that neighbor.
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In order to prevent a loop from happening in multicast data transmission in the
presence of packet drops, nodes which want to send a packet to a receiver through a
next neighbor need to tag the data packet with the UID associated to the (receiver,
neighbor)'s pair. By including UID in the data packet, the recipient node compares
its current UID with the received one and verifies that they match. When a mismatch
occurs between the received UID and the actual UID stored at this node for a receiver,
the node will not forward the packet further as such inconsistencies can be a source of
a loop in the network routes. Instead the node backtracks the packet to the previous
node which had an out-of-date knowledge about this node's route. The backtracked
packet needs to include the current UID of the node corresponding to that receiver.
On reception of this backtracked packet, the previous node first deletes its old
route to the receiver through that node, and then inspects whether it is left with
any alternate routes for that receiver. If it has some other routes, it forwards the
packet along those paths; otherwise if it runs out of routes it needs to generate a
route-broken packet. However, instead of actually generating a separate route-broken
packet, it backtracks the packet to the previous hop from which it originally received
the data packet. Since all the backtracked packets include the UID corresponding to
a receiver, nodes overhearing the backtracked packet can determine whether or not
they have an up-to-date route to the receiver through the node by comparing their
stored UID for that (receiver, neighbor)'s pair with the UID included in the packet.
If there is a mismatch between the two, the routes through the neighbor are deleted.
This backtracked packet will thus serve as both a route-broken packet and a real
data packet which needs to be forwarded to the receiver eventually. The packet keeps
being backtracked until either one of the intermediate nodes on the backtracked path
is left with a route to the receiver, or in the worst case, it goes back to the original
sender of the packet and restart its traveling from that point on.
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The combination of keeping the UID and backtracking a packet when a mismatch
occurs guarantees the loop-free property of the protocol is the presence of packet
drops and this will be proved in Appendix B.
It should also mentioned that the UID used in the protocol operation differs from
the concept of the destination sequence number used in unicast protocols such as
AODV [14] and DSDV [13] in at least 2 ways. First,, the property that needs to hold
for a UID is that it needs to be unique among at least some recent number of UIDs
generated for that receiver at this node. Thus, it is not necessary for the UIDs to be
monotonically increasing as the sequence number generation works. Consequently,
the UID does not face the problem associated with sequence numbers wrap-around
and host crashes. In such cases, the sequence number resets creating troubles for the
network state since the new sequence number will no longer be considered as a fresh
one and will be discarded by other nodes.
Second, the destination sequence number in protocols like DSDV and AODV have
different functions. In such protocols, the destination sequence number is generated
by the destination itself and therefore, the destination node is the one who updates
and propagates the fresh sequence numbers. Thus, it is very likely that in the event
of sending a route-request packet because of link failures, the packet needs to go
all the way down to the destination node itself. This is due to the fact that other
intermediate nodes may not be able to send a route-reply since they have an older
sequence number even though their routes may still be valid. However, in Murun,
the UID is only used to confirm that the routes used by a neighbor through a node is
an up-to-date route, and nodes do not refrain from sending route-reply packets when
they have routes unlike what happens in AODV.
The operation of the route-broken and route-reply packets and their interaction
is summarized in the Flowchart in Figure 4.1. RB and RR indicate route-broken and
route-reply packets respectively. The "No routes, No RB" represents a state where
a node has no routes to a receiver and has not received a route-broken packet yet.
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Figure 4.1 : Data Flow Diagram Corresponding to the Operation of Route-Broken
and Route-Reply Packets in the Unicast Protocol

This case occurs when the node discovers by itself that none of its routes are working.
Such discovery is accomplished in the on-demand mode when the node wants to send
a packet to one of its next neighbors and realizes that none of them work or in proactive mode when a node keeps track of the status of its link to each one of its next
neighbors by the use of "hello packets."

"No routes, RB rcvd" corresponds to the

case when a node has lost all its routes is response to receiving a route-broken packet
or it was already route-less and then it received a route-broken packet. "With routes,
No RR sent" is the case when a node posses routes to the receiver but has not sent
a route reply since it has not received any route-broken from its neighbors yet. And
finally, the case "With routes, RR sent" corresponds to when a node has routes to
the receiver and it is also sent a route-reply using those routes.
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When a node with no routes and no previously received route-broken packet,
receives a route-reply packet, it only needs to add the route, the transition from "No
Routes, No RB" to "With Routes, No RR sent." However, if the node is without
routes but has previously received a route-broken packet, it needs to also generate a
route-reply packet on reception of route-reply packets. If a node in the state of having
routes, received a route-broken packets, it will either send a route-reply packet if it
is still left with some routes or generate a route-broken packet, when it also runs out
of routes. Also there are separate transitions for when a node goes route-less because
of receiving route-broken packet, or if it discovers the route-less state by itself. If the
former happens, it needs to remember from which nodes it has received the routebroken packets so that later it can send a route-reply packet when it obtains some
routes. In the latter case, the node transitions to "No Routes, No RB" state in which
the node does not then need to send a route-reply when it obtains a route.

4.4

Adding Loop-free Routes

On receiving a route-reply from a neighbor, the route gets added to the routing table
if either of the following conditions are satisfied:
• The node has not sent any replies for the receiver since it last lost its routes to
the receiver.
• The node has sent a reply for the receiver after it has lost its routes, but
the maxDistance of the neighbor to the receiver is less than or equal to the
minmaxDistance over all the times when the node has sent a route-reply for the
receiver since it last lost all its routes.
Therefore, a node can add whatever routes it receives until when it sends a routereply packet. From that point on, it can only add the routes with fewer or equal
hop-count distances than its min maxDistance metric. I introduce the "maxDistance"
metric below and describe how it can be used to add loop-free routes. The network
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((B,3),(B,4))

((A,2),(B,4))

and G Changing their Locations

Figure 4.2 : A Sample Network with the Routes Forming an Acyclic Directed Graph

with multiple loop-free routes for each node per receiver can be considered as an
directed acyclic graph (ADG) toward the receiver. A next neighbor from a node
toward a receiver is called the downstream neighbor of the node, and a neighbor having
a link toward the node is called the upstream neighbor of the node. A sample ADG
graph is shown in Figure 4.2(a). The receiver is R, and node D has 2 downstream
neighbors A and R and one upstream neighbor B.

Whenever a node loses all its

routes to a receiver as described earlier it will send route-broken packet informing
its neighbors. The node's neighbor will respond with route-reply packet in case they
still have routes. If a node has not sent any replies yet, it can accept all these routes
since its has no upstream neighbors and no loops will be formed. For example in
Figure 4.2(b), node G changes its position in the direction of the dashed-arrow, and
it moves out of node F ' s range. The route replies which it receives from nodes B and
D causes it to add those 2 routes to its routing table since it has not sent a route
reply yet, making it safe to add these routes.
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However, when a node has sent a reply, it can still overhear the broadcast route
replies from other nodes which are sent because of an earlier route-broken packet
from another node or from itself. The node should still be able to add such routes in
case they lead to loop-free routes. I should mention here that the simple minimum
hop count metric which is traditionally used in ad hoc networks for adding loop-free
routes do not work in the ADG paradigm, and it can produce both false-positive and
false negative results. The false positive case happens when a node does not add a
route which it erroneously thinks that will create a loop but it actually will not. In
the false negative situation, a route gets added by the node which will create a loop
while the node believes that it has a safe route. I will describe these 2 situations in
the following example.
In Figure 4.3, if we ignore the link C — E, we have an ADG. When node E sends
a route-reply it has a minimum distance of 1 from receiver R.

When C receives

this packet, it realizes that node E which is one hop away from R is closer to the
receiver than its previous route which was through node B and 3 hops away from R.
Therefore, having based its decision on this minimum hop count, it adds node E as
its downstream neighbor toward receiver R. However, by adding this link, a loop is
created through the path E — D — C — E. Having such loops in the network can create
serious troubles. The reason is that if later links E — R, and C — B break, nodes C
and E will still think that they can reach the receiver through E, and C respectively
which will lead to the E — D — C — E loop. Such loops are thus dangerous for the
network. It is also not wise to reply on the simple TTL mechanism to eventually get
zero and causes the packet to drop instead of forwarding the packet on the correct
routes. Consequently, adding routes should guarantee that no loops are created in
the network.
On the other hand, on receiving a route-reply packet from node C, E compares its
minimum distance (1) with C's minimum distance (3) from the receiver and deducts
that it should not add the link E — C link, whereas such a link is safe to be added.
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Figure 4.3 : Adding C — E Link will Create a Loop

I introduce a new metric which can be used in order to not make false-negative mistakes (not adding routes containing loops) which is the most severe mistake. Whereas
this metric will not guarantee avoiding false-positive mistakes (not all the routes which
are loop-free are added), it can still add some of the loop-free routes which are not
added in the minimum-distance metric case as the following example suggests.
The reason for the E — D — C — E loop in the above example was that, node
E was using the longer route E — D — C — B — A — R which passes through C in
addition to its shorter route E — R. However, C cannot be aware of that if it relies on
the minimum distance of node E from R. The metric used is called the maxDistance
which is essentially the longest distance of a node from the receiver. For instance, in
Figure 4.2(a), I have specified nodes distance from the receiver above their names in
the following format: ((next hop corresponding to the shortest route, minDistance),
(next hop corresponding to the longest route, maxDistance)). For example, node B
can reach R through A in minimum hop count of 2 which corresponds to the route
B — A — R, so the first pair is (A, 2). It can also reach the same receiver in 3 hop
counts which is along its longest route B — D — A — R\ thus we have (D, 3) for the
pair corresponding to the longest route.
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One of the properties of maxDistance is that unlike the minimum hop count
metric, it can be used to ensure that routes getting added will not create a loop. If
a node receiving a route reply, compares its own maxDistance with the maxDistance
of its neighbor and it determines that it route through its neighbor is closer or of
equal distance to the receiver in terms of the maxDistance, it can safely add the
route without creating a loop. For instance, if in Figure 4.3 which minimum hop
count does not work, node C instead uses maxDistance, it will not add the link
C — E since the maxDistance of node E is 5 (corresponding to the longest route
E — D — C — B — A — R) which is larger than its own maxDistance of 3. On the
other hand, node E can add the link E — C to its routing table since C has a smaller
maxDistance (3) than its own (5), whereas as we saw in the minimum hop count
scheme, such a route will not be added.
In order to guarantee the loop-freedom property at all stages of the protocol
operation, the minmaxDistance of the nodes is compared against the maxDistance
received in the route-reply from the neighbor. The minmaxDistance is defined as the
minimum over all the maxDistances of route-reply packets sent since when the node
went route-less. In the loop-freedom proof in Appendix B, I have also proved that
the minmaxDistance metric will always lead to adding safe links (the resulting graph
will be loop-free).
Although having the combination of UID mechanism and the use of minmaxDistance make the routing protocol create and maintain loop-free routes, we are still interested in storing the minimum hop counts of the node's neighbors from the receivers.
Thus, besides the maximum hop count (maxDistance) to receivers, the minimum hop
count to receivers is also included in the route-reply packets. This distance is used
for finding the best set of neighbors in the local approximation of the multicast tree.
As we saw earlier, in order to solve this problem, we should know the number of hops
between the neighbors and receivers. The more realistic this hop count is, the more
informed and thus more optimized decision will be made in the local approximation
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problem. Since it is highly likely that the routes close to shortest route known by
the neighbors are still valid, the true hop counts of the neighbor to receivers should
also be closer to the minDistance than the maxDistance. Thus it is better to use the
minDistance metric than maxDistance in solving the local approximation problem.
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Chapter 5
Distributed Optimization
As explained in the previous chapters, the packet forwarding in MiCoN is based on
the local approximation of the optimal multicast tree at the intermediate nodes. Due
to the approximation nature of the algorithm, the routes selected may not always lead
to optimal paths for delivery of data packets. This case can happen specially when
the routes through different selected neighbors meet each other at some intermediate nodes. In order to correct for the cases when the local approximation made at
individual nodes deviates from the global optimal multicast tree, the distributed optimization of the routes is performed throughout MiCoN's operation. This distributed
optimization again only relies on the local information of the nodes and makes the
suboptimal routes closer to the optimal routes. The method used for distributed
optimization is anticipatory forwarding of data packets which is an early forwarding
of packets to receivers for which we anticipate to receive a request (Section 5.1). The
overall effect of this distributed optimization is improving both overhead and the
latency of the protocol.

5.1

Anticipatory Forwarding

In normal forwarding mode, intermediate forwarding nodes should wait for the transmission of a unicast packet to them before they can attempt to forward the packet
further on. Since intermediate forwarders are chosen by the local approximation of
the optimal multicast tree which is based on the cost of neighbors to receivers, the
intermediate nodes used in forwarding of the packet remain the same until some relevant link cost changes due to the node motion. As a result, intermediate nodes are
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responsible for the same set of receivers for some period of time which depends on
the mobility rate. Therefore, if nodes store enough knowledge about their last time
of multicast forwarding, then based on that knowledge, they can begin to forward the
multicast packet as soon as overhearing the data packet, even if the overheard packet
is not destined to them. In other words, nodes forward the multicast data packet to
receivers in anticipation of later being asked to do so. This is the idea of anticipatory
forwarding which uses a technique called Overhearing/Aggregation explained below.

5.2

Overhearing/Aggregation

In Overhearing/Aggregation, nodes will remember the last multicast transmission
state to different multicast groups. Specifically each node needs to store the previous
neighbors and their corresponding set of receivers which it received from each along
with the next neighbors and their corresponding set of receivers which it delegated
the responsibility of forwarding. The previous set of receivers which a node was
responsible for at last time is referred to by "old set," and the new set of receivers
which the node will be responsible for this time by "new set." When later this node
overhears a new packet for this multicast group, it will aggregate the set of receivers
which it was responsible for in the previous time ("old set") with the possible new
set of receivers ("new set") which it has been asked for in this time (in case the node
is the next hop of the overheard unicast packet), and forwards the packet for this
aggregated set of receivers. All the receivers which a node will be responsible for at
this time become the "old set" for the next new multicast data packet.
In order to further exploit the possibility of receiver aggregation, nodes who send
the multicast packet to multiple neighbors (in which each transmission is a separate
unicast transmission), include the information about other next neighbors and their
associated set of receivers besides the original next hop which the packet is destined
to. In this manner, nodes which overhear this packet transmission which are not
originally the next hop of this unicast packet, but will receive another unicast packet
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from this same node shortly, can extract the new set of receivers which they are
assigned, earlier than they actually receive an explicit unicast packet from this node.
Thus, the packet is forwarded to the aggregated set of receivers which consists of both
"old set" and "new set" of receivers
Overhearing of multicast data packets and forwarding them to the aggregated set
of receivers is the base of anticipatory forwarding. Not only can it reduce the latency
of packet delivery, but it can also improve the data packet overhead. This is usually
the case when some links are shared between different paths to receivers through
different selected next neighbors, but because of the suboptimal decision made at
an earlier node based on the local approximation, an intermediate node may receive
requests for different receivers separately. Since there is difference in timing of the
reception of these requests, the node will forward them at different times and separate
transmissions are needed per those receivers. However, if the node knows in advance
which receivers it will be asked for, it can aggregate those receivers and send them
in possible fewer transmissions. Moreover, by having more receivers all at once than
having them separately at different times, the solution of the local approximation
problem will be more accurate, and thus closer to the optimal solution.
Figure 5.1 shows an example of such anticipatory forwarding with Figure 5.1(a) being the last state of forwarding for an earlier multicast data packet, and Figure 5.1(b)
shows how the packet is forwarded when a new multicast data packet arrives. As
can be seen in Figure 5.1(a), node M once is delegated receiver R2 from its previous
neighbor node B and another time is delegated receiver i? 3 from node E. The path
for these 2 receivers is shared along the M — N link; however, since M receives the
two packet at different times, it uses separate transmissions along the M — N link.
However, it remembers the receivers which it was responsible for in this round. In
Figure 5.1(b), I assumed that the node B's transmission occurs earlier than node E's
(The opposite scenario will lead to a very similar situation). When M overhears the
transmission of B's packet from B to C, it goes ahead and aggregates the receivers

Figure 5.1 : Anticipatory Forwarding of the Overheard Packets
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which it was responsible for in the previous round which is

R2} and forward the

packet for these two receivers. As we can observe, only one transmission is used for
these two receivers along the M — N link, and therefore one packet transmission is
saved. The saving can be larger when the receivers share more links considering the
fact that the distributed optimization is performed at all the intermediate nodes.
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Chapter 6
Further Protocol Details
In this chapter, I describe further details about MiCoN's operation. First, I discuss
how the receiver members in the forwarded data packets are efficiently represented.
Then, I describe how the network nodes can have a consistent information about
those receiver members.

6.1

Representing the Receiver Members

In MiCoN, the set of delegated receivers which each neighbor is responsible for should
be represented in the forwarded data packets. In a simple approach, we can just append the ip address of all these receivers to the packet sent to the next neighbor.
However, it can incur a large byte overhead when there exist a lot of receivers belonging to a multicast group. In another approach which was used in the protocol
implementation, those receivers are represented in a bitmap where every bit in the
bitmap corresponds to one of the receivers. So, at each step of packet forwarding, a
subset of the bits corresponding to the receivers are set by the node, and this bitmap
in included in the packet being forwarded. I have assigned one byte of the packet
for this purpose (covering up to 32 receivers per group). More bytes can be assigned
in case the number of receivers grows larger than that. One important issue about
considering the bitmap for representing the receivers is that nodes need to have a
consistent view about the receivers belonging to a group so that a bit in the bitmap
is not misinterpreted by different nodes. In the next section, I describe how we can
provide this consistency in the network.
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6.2

Keeping Consistency in the Knowledge of Nodes about
Receivers

One of the challenges in designing a multicast protocol is maintaining the connection
between the source nodes of the multicast group and the receivers belonging to the
group. The main causes of receiver disconnection from the rest of the multicast group
is the node motion and link failures which result in a change in the network topology.
The other cause of such disconnection is when the existence of some receivers is not
known by all the nodes in the multicast group. A common example of the latter
problem is when the network gets partitioned and during that time, some receivers
join the group. However, these receivers are not known by the multicast senders
in other partitions. Therefore, the protocols need to have mechanisms in order to
find out about these partitioned receiver members, when different partitions merge
together.
The inconsistency can result in some members of the multicast group to never
receive the multicast data packets destined to the group. Also in MiCoN, nodes use
bitmaps as a way of efficiently delegating a list of receivers to their neighbors. Therefore, nodes need to have consistent view about the receiver members represented in
the bitmap in order to correctly forward the packet to the destined receiver members.
Here, I present a mechanism in order to maintain consistent information at nodes
about the receivers in the multicast group.
In this approach, nodes exchange the multicast group information when any inconsistency is detected. Every node stores the information about each multicast group
which consists of the address of the multicast group together with the members of the
multicast group sorted based on the ip addresses of the group members. Therefore,
if two nodes have consistent view about a multicast group they should both have the
same members in the same order for each multicast group no matter when they each
have received the information about a particular receiver member of the group.
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In order to reduce the size of packet consumed by the group/members information,
I have instead used hash function technique which maps the concatenation of group's
address together with the sorted members' ip addresses to a hash value, and nodes
exchange this hash value at infrequent intervals. In case a mismatch happens between
the hash value in the packet and the hash value computed at the node for the multicast
group, nodes exchange their complete group information with each other in order to
update their member information.
The complete group information includes the groups ID, the members of the group
including both receivers which have joined the group and receivers which have left
the group along with the sequence number received from each member. Then, every
node can compare its own group/members with its neighbors group/members by
comparing their associated sequence numbers. Based on which sequence number is
fresher for a particular member, the node either keeps its member's information intact
or update it with the information from its neighbor which causes the sequence number
to be updated and the member to be marked as JOIN/LEAVE, if it was already in
LEAVE/JOIN status respectively.
In order to produce strong hash values with small number of bytes, we can use
hash functions such as SHA1 or MD5 which produce 160-bit and 128-bit hash values
respectively and then XOR every consecutive 16 bits together to produce an output
of 16 bits or 2 bytes. Therefore, nodes need to exchange a very small number of bytes
with their neighbors in order to make sure that they are on the same page with their
neighbors. Nodes can check their group information periodically by piggybacking the
hash value of the group information on either the control packets (route-broken and
route-reply packets) or the multicast data packets. The advantage of piggybacking
the group information over the multicast data packets is that all the intermediate
forwarders can make sure that they have the same view about the multicast group
with other forwarders in the network ; thus, the packet will correctly be forwarded
to the initial intended set of receivers, and no inconsistency occurs in the bitmap
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interpretation by different nodes.

The group information can be piggybacked at

infrequent intervals on the multicast data packets or control packets depending on
which ones are transmitted in that interval. If no such packets are transmitted over
that period, nodes can generate separate group information packets and broadcast
them to their neighbors.
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Chapter 7
Evaluation M e t h o d o l o g y
In this thesis, I compare MiCoN against ADMR, a broadcast-based multicast routing
protocol. The reason for this comparison is, first, because ADMR is a broadcastbased protocol that outperforms the other multicast routing protocols; therefore, it
can be a good challenge to evaluate the performance of MiCoN against the current
best performing multicast routing protocol. Second, ADMR is an on-demand protocol
unlike most of the prior work in multicasting which are pro-active. Due to the ondemand nature of MiCoN, a better and more fair comparison can be made between
the performance of the two protocols.
In order to evaluate the resilience of the protocols to dropped packets, in this thesis
I also develop a sparse, connected mobility model in order to generate scenarios with
nodes stretching out in the space while maintaining limited number of neighbors per
node. No such model is currently available for ad hoc network simulation and protocol
evaluations. Therefore, I have developed this new mobility model with the extension
added to ns-2, which is able to generate such scenarios. The operation of this new
mobility model is described in Section 7.1. In Section 7.2, the different metrics which
were used for the performnce evaluation of the protocols are discussed. I will then
present a summary over the operation of ADMR in Section 7.3.

7.1

A Sparse Connected Mobility Model

In order to truly characterize the performance of routing protocols in sparse ad hoc
networks, a mobility model should possess the following three sparse requirements
criteria:
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S[L] It should generate connected networks in which no network partitioning happens
throughout the simulation lifetime.
S[2] The nodes should have limited number of neighbors throughout the simulation
network.
S[3] The connections and network topology should actually change while the nodes
move in the network.
The first condition ensures that all the nodes in the network have at least one route
to each other. This is specifically important when we are considering the performance
of routing protocols in terms of their throughput. Since no packet drops happen due
to the disconnection in the network, the throughput of such protocols reflect their
actual performance in delivering the data packets.
The second condition addresses the sparse scenarios which the generator should
be able to create. Having limited number of neighbors have two benefits: First, nodes
have limited options in terms of their next hops which they can use for sending the
data packets. Therefore, routing protocols can be better compared in terms of their
resilience to the packet drops due to link failures. Second this condition ensures that
nodes in the network can get far away from each other in terms of the hop count, and
we can thus better evaluate the latency and route-efficiency of routing protocols in
bigger networks.
The third condition is also critical since we are considering mobile networks, and
just having nodes moving around does not guarantee that the network topology in
changing. For instance, we can consider a chain of nodes all lined together and all
of them start moving in the same direction.

Such movement does not have any

effect of the network graph and nodes will have the same neighbors throughout their
movement.

However, in such scenarios the routing protocol does not really need

to maintain any routes, since the initial routing tables at nodes will still be valid
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throughout the node movement. Therefore, nodes should be able to change their
location in a way that their set of neighbors keep changing as they move around.
Unfortunately the Random Waypoint model lacks the three properties mentioned
above. Random Waypoint model is unable to produce connected scenarios and therefore the current evaluations are based on generating highly enough dense networks
which have a a very low probability of facing network partitions.

Moreover this

model cannot produce sparse networks and creating scenarios with low density does
not help to solve the problem. Increasing the topology area and decreasing the number of nodes not only does not solve the issue, but it also can create the danger of
network partitions. The stochastic properties of the random waypoint model is discussed in [1], and in this model nodes tend to move toward the center of the system
area. As a result, in a bigger system area, nodes still tend to pack at some region of
the topology without trying to move away from each other which should happen in a
sparse network.
I have built the mobility model using the same movement policies as the Random
Waypoint model, nodes choose some random destination and start traveling with
some constant speed toward that destination and then pause for a certain amount
of time. However, nodes are free to travel on their path until the network remains
connected and as soon as a disconnection is detected nodes pause at their current
location. The destination selection is also critical to the way that the sparse model
works. In order to create low density and increase the chance of nodes moving away
from each other, nodes choose the random destination in the region of the system
area which has the smallest density. The partitioning of the system area into regions
is with respect to the current node's location. I have considered the 4 quadrants in
the topology which has its center point at the current node's location and whose x,
y axes are parallel to the system area x, and y axes, respectively. Among these 4
regions, the region with the smallest density is chosen as the destination area, and
the destination point is selected randomly in this region.
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In order to find the sparsest region, I consider the following metric:
_ (nr + 1)
A
J l y
. where nr is the number of nodes in region r and D r ,and Ar are the density, and
the area of region r respectively. The 1 in the numerator is crucial in order to not
letting the nodes move toward the area edges infinitely. If 1 did not exist nodes on
the corner of the topology would calculate a density of zero for the quadrant located
at the same corner of the system area. Therefore, they will tend to move toward this
region infinitely since it has the smallest possible density. However, by adding 1 to
the number of nodes, we always ensure that such cases never happen and moreover,
in comparing the region with no nodes, with another region (which might have some
nodes in it), the area of the former plays a key role in choosing the quadrant with
the smallest density.
Since it is possible that the movement of some node toward the sparsest region
creates network disconnection no matter where the destination is chosen, I put a
threshold on the number of consecutive times which the network gets disconnected
as a result of a node's movement. If that threshold is met, it is assumed that the
node's movement toward that region is not possible, and therefore the next sparsest
quadrant is chosen as the destination region. There is also another threshold for the
number of times which a network disconnection happens for this second region too,
and in case of reaching this threshold, the next sparsest quadrant is chosen and so
forth.
By having the nodes move on a path until either a disconnection happens or they
reach their destination, the first requirement (S[1]) is met. Since nodes are moving
to the sparsest quadrant, they never concentrate at a specific region which happens
in Random Waypoint model in the middle of the area. Therefore, nodes tend to get
far away from each other maintaining limited number of neighbors. Thus, the second
condition (S[2]) is met. Also, due to the random selection of the destinations in the
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sparsest region, the network graph keeps changing and it does not follow a specific
pattern and thus the third condition is also met (S[3]).

7.2

Evaluation Metrics

I have evaluated the performance of MiCoN against ADMR in different scenarios
and communication patterns. The ns-2.31 simulator was used in order to implement MiCoN. The ADMR code was ported into ns-2.31 which enables the multicast
transmission and reception by nodes. The underlying radio model is based on the
Lucent/Agere Wavelan technology which uses the IEEE 802.11 standard for the Mac
protocol providing a bandwidth of 2MBits/s. Based on the transmission power used
in this technology, the nominal range equals 250 meters.
As for the multicast groups, I have simulated two combinations of groups. The first
one consists of one multicast group with one sender and 10 receivers all of them being
distinct. This case enable us to understand the behavioral nature of the two protocols.
The second case consists of 3 multicast groups each having one sender and 10 receivers.
All the senders and receivers in a groups are distinct.

But, receivers in different

groups are allowed to have common receivers. The set of receivers and senders were
generated randomly which resulted in 21 total nodes, 3 being the 3 senders and 18
distinct receivers. Therefore, each group consists of 10 distinct receivers from this
18-receiver group. This case will challenge the protocols in higher-traffic scenarios
and their performance when the groups share some of their receivers. In all the cases,
the senders start sending packet at a constant bit rate (CBR) of 4 packets/sec with
each packet having a size of 64 bytes. This traffic should be high enough to challenge
the protocol performances under high network loads.
I have added a scenario generator extension to ns-2 which is able to produce sparse
connected scenarios as was described in section 7.1. In order to generate scenarios, I
have considered both the Random Waypoint and the sparse connected mobility models. There were two types of simulation areas generated, one corresponding to the
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Random Waypoint model and the other one to the sparse connected model. For the
Random Waypoint model the simulation area size if 670 x 670 with 50 nodes is generated. This is the same size area and average density for evaluating the performance
of traditional routing protocols in mobile ad hoc networks. For the sparse scenario,
simulation areas of 2500 x 500 with 30 nodes are constructed. These numbers do
not address any specific size or node setup, but chosen in a way to provide a smaller
number of nodes to distribute over a wider space resulting in sparse scenarios to be
formed.
In all the simulation runs, a maximum movement speed of 20 m/s is considered
for the nodes in order to analyze the behavior of protocols under highly dynamic
changes in the topology. I have simulated seven different pause times for each graph
which are 0, 50,100,150, 300, 600, 900 seconds. A pause time of 0 corresponds to a
continuously moving network and a pause of 900 indicates a network where all the
nodes are stationary.
For each one of these pause times, and the multicast group and traffic patterns, 10
simulation scenarios with different seeds were generated and each point on the graph
represents the average result over these simulation runs.
To evaluate the performance of the protocols, I have considered the following
metrics:
• Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): the ratio of the total number of packets that
are received to the total number of packets that were expected to be received.
The total number of packet being received by the nodes is the count of all the
packets received by the multicast members, each member counted individually.
The total number of packets expected to be received is the sum of the number of
receivers belonging to a group at the time when the packets were transmitted.
• Delivery Latency: the average latency between the time when a packet was
transmitted and when it was received by a multicast group member, each member counted individually.
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• Total Overhead Packets: the total number of non-data packets transmitted
during a simulation run. This metric reflects how efficient the underlying routing
protocol performs in order to maintain the routes between senders and receivers
of the group.
• Normalized Transmitted Packets: the total number of transmissions (both control packets and data packets) over the total number of received packets. This
metrics indicates how many packet transmissions on average are needed to have
one successful delivery of a data packet in a protocol.

7.3

A D M R Overview

ADMR [7] was used as the point of comparison with MiCoN. ADMR is a sourceinitiated multicast protocol.

In a source initiated multicast protocol, the tree or

the mesh is formed between the source and the receivers belonging to the group.
Whenever a new sender wants to send a packet, it will send the packet as a network
flood. The nodes receiving this packet will determine the shortest hop count and the
corresponding next hop on the route back to the sender. The receivers belonging to
the group reply with "Receiver Join" packets to the sender, which causes the nodes
on the path back to the sender to become forwarders for the multicast group. After
this tree is created between the sender and receivers, multicast transmissions will be
essentially flooded within the forwarding nodes in the multicast tree.
Whenever a receiver wishes to join a group, it sends Multicast solicitation packet
across the network. If a node receiving this packet has a route to the sender, it will
unicast it back on its previous hop to the sender; otherwise, the packet will eventually
reach the sender through flooding. Upon receiving this packet, the sender replies its
existence either in terms of a unicast packet following the path back to the receiver, or
a broadcast reply which is useful when the sender receives the Multicast Solicitation
from multiple senders at about the same time.

On receiving this reply from the
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sender, the receiver will reply back with a "Receiver Join" packet which causes the
nodes on the path back to the sender to become forwarders for this group.
The tree maintenance in ADMR is done by nodes keeping a disconnection timer
for each group. Nodes will initiate Local subtree Repair when they fail to receive a
number of successive multicast data transmissions for the group. When the disconnection timer expires, the node will initiate a local subtree repair. The node sends
a "REPAIR NOTIFICATION," causing the subtree below it to not initiate their
own repair process. Afterwards, the affected node will send a hop-limited "RECONNECT" packet as a form of network flood, which causes nodes in the vicinity of the
affected node to reply if they are forwarders for that group. Receivers also have their
own global repair process, which is used when the local repair fails, in which case the
receivers will rejoin the group by the original process they used to initially join the
group.
Tree pruning in ADMR is performed when nodes determine that there are no
downstream receivers in the subtree below them interested in receiving the multicast
data packets. This case happens when a node fails to overhear the multicast data
transmission by one of its neighbors indicating this node as the original sender. This
information is stored in a previous hop address field in the data packet. Whenever a
node receives a packet from its previous hop and needs to forward the packet, it will
copy the source mac address of the original packet into the forwarded packet causing
its previous neighbors to determine whether they were the original senders.
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Chapter 8
Simulation Results
The simulation was performed on two types of the multicast group assignments and
traffic patterns which are a multicast group with one sender and 10 receivers, and 3
multicast groups each having one sender and 10 receivers. Each one of these multicast group assignment was simulated on the scenarios generated by the two types
of mobility model. The first model used is the Random Waypoint model and the
second one is the sparse connected model. Simulations were performed for 7 different
pause times, and each point in the graph corresponds to the average over 10 scenarios
generated with different seed values as mentioned earlier.
In Figure 8.1, the packet delivery ratio graphs for different combinations of scenarios and traffic patterns are brought together. MiCoN always achieves a higher
packet delivery ratio than ADMR in both dense and sparse scenarios with different
group-membership and traffic patterns. In fact, the PDR for MiCoN is above 99%
for all different scenarios and pause times except a drop to 98.5% at a pause time of
50 seconds in the 670x670 scenario with 50 nodes and three groups (Figure 8.1(c)).
In the dense cases, the PDR of ADMR starts decreasing from a pause time of 0
to 150 seconds. Then it starts going back up again for less mobile scenarios. This
irregular behavior of ADMR in dense scenarios for pause times below 300 is also
demonstrated in its latency curve which is shown later.

This drop is related to

the Random Waypoint model and the node mobility rate. The mobility scenarios
generated by Random Waypoint model causes nodes to move through the center of
the area more frequently that they move along the edges. In addition to such node
behavior, at higher rates of mobility, nodes tend to move more often and therefore
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Figure 8.1 : Packet Delivery Ratio for Different Scenarios
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tend to be packed at the middle of the area throughout the simulation. Consequently,
in dense scenarios, many of such nodes stay in each others' vicinity and thus are
neighbors. So,even in the event of more topology changes in such scenarios, multicast
forwarders in ADMR remain connected and therefore can still overhear each other
and continue their forwarding. This results in an increased packet delivery ratio for
more mobile networks in ADMR for pause times below 300. The other effect of
the increased mobility in AMDR for dense scenarios is on its latency curves for pause
time below 300. Since the density of nodes at the center is increased for smaller pause
times, receivers are within a very small number of hops from the original sender and
can hence receive the multicast packet at its early few transmissions, reducing the
overall latency for these scenarios.
It should be noted that such irregular behavior is not seen in MiCoN since MiCoN
is a unicast-based protocol and nodes needs to be delegated the responsibility of some
receivers by their previous neighbors before they can continue forwarding. If the
topology changes, such delegation will not happen until the routes are fixed. The only
irregularities which happen in MiCoN are at pause times of 50 which packet delivery
ratio drops a little and overhead and latency have a small increase. However, such a
behavior is also shared by many of the current routing protocols as demonstrated in
the performance comparison of the routing protocols [2] at this pause time and is be
related to the topology changes which a node goes through at this pause time for the
Random Waypoint model.
Figures 8.1(b) and 8.1(d), show how ADMR suffers from a significant drop in its
PDR for sparse scenarios. The packet delivery ratio starts from 80% for a pause time
of 0 and it goes down as low as 78% at a pause time of 100. Even in very low mobility
at a pause time of 600, the fraction of the packets delivered does not go above 92%.
The situation is even worse for the 3-group scenario as the packet delivery ratio starts
from 72% and reaches an average of 93% in a stationary network.
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These small packet delivery ratios explain how the multicast protocols using broadcasting schemes can show dramatic behavior in sparse scenarios. The reason for these
huge packet losses is the unreliability of broadcast transmissions and the higher topology changes in sparse networks. Nodes in sparse scenarios have limited number of
neighbors and there might be even nodes in the network as bridges which connect
two segments of the network topology. The transmission through these nodes are
specifically important since any packet losses due to collisions, or other link failures
can result in the failure to deliver the packet to other network segments. Such failures
can not create dramatic results in dense scenarios since nodes have many more links
to other nodes and therefore many of the multicast forwarding nodes happen to be
in each other's neighborhood. Therefore, transmission failures are compensated by
other forwarding nodes which are in each other's proximity. However, the unicast
transmission which is used in MiCoN, makes the protocol reliable and resilient to
such packet losses.
The other reason for this small packet delivery ratio in ADMR is its response to
tree breakages. Because of the on-demand nature of the protocol, nodes in ADMR
wait for some multiple of the inter-packet time interval for a multicast packet to
come before they trigger the disconnection. All the packets that are lost during a
tree breakage cannot be recovered and delivered to the multicast group later since the
nodes do not know whether the tree is still connected during those failures. However,
when any route failures happen in MiCoN, the packets are buffered and they stay there
until either a route in obtained or the timeout value reaches. Therefore, the nodes
have the knowledge about the packet losses and their corresponding destinations.
They can then forward the packet to their corresponding group members as soon as
some routes are learned to those group members. Thus, MiCoN is able to maintain
a very high packet delivery ratio even at higher loads and highly mobile networks.
The latency curves are depicted in Figure 8.2. MiCoN maintains lower latency
for different scenarios than ADMR except for pause times of 0 and 50 seconds in t he
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topology of 670x670, with 50 nodes and 3 groups. Overall, the two protocols have a
decreasing trend in terms of latency as the pause time increases. This is because as
the node motion decreases, the topology changes less and thus fewer routing packets
are needed to maintain routes creating less congestion. The latency in the dense
scenarios for MiCoN in the one-group case goes as low as one-third of that of ADMR
at 600 seconds and stays almost flat thereafter (Figure 8.2(a)).
Despite using separate unicast transmissions per next neighbor, MiCoN is able to
maintain better latency than ADMR. There are two reasons why MiCoN is performing well in different scenarios. Firstly, because of the unicast transmissions, MiCoN
does not need to delay sending a packet for random time; however, jitter is needed
in protocols relying on a flooding mechanism in order to prevent collisions between
the transmitted broadcast packets [4], Secondly, MiCoN uses more efficient routes
for forwarding multicast packets by the local approximation algorithm. MiCoN as
described in Chapter 3 , chooses the best set of neighbors based on the local approximation of the optimal multicast tree which in turn will reduce the average delivery
latency of the protocol.
The latency in sparse scenarios for MiCoN drops much more rapidly than it does
for ADMR (Figures 8.2(b) and 8.2(d)). In fact after a decreasing trend from 90 to 80
milliseconds at the pause time of 600 sees, ADMR's latency in the one-group scenario
starts growing back on afterwards reaching 100 milliseconds for a stationary network,
whereas MiCoN's latency keeps dropping until it reaches as low as 25 milliseconds for
the same network (Figure 8.2(b)). This is partly because, in these very low-mobile
scenarios, ADMR is delivering more packets which are further away for greater pause
times which results in a small increase in the average latency of the delivered packets.
Moreover, in a more mobile scenario, there are very few control packets transmitted in
ADMR. Consequently such small control overhead does not have a significant impact
on the transmission latency.

However, with the topology changes, nodes change
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their location creating more opportunity for them to receive the packet from earlier
forwarding thus reducing the latency in ADMR.
The performance of the two protocols in terms of the number of transmitted
overhead packets is shown in Figure 8.3. As discussed earlier, the overhead packets
are the total number of transmitted non-data packets during the simulation runs
averaged over 10 scenarios. In all the scenarios, MiCoN maintains significantly better
overhead than ADMR. Both protocols have the decreasing behavior as the pause
time grows or the node motion decreases. This reduction is due to the reduction in
the number of transmitted control packets needed to maintain routes in the network.
As the node mobility decreases, there are less link failures and therefore the routing
protocol needs to do less work to maintain the routes hence reducing the total number
of overhead packets.
Moreover, MiCoN is capable of scaling to large number of groups; however, ADMR
cannot scale well as the number of multicast group increases. For instance, according
to Figures 8.3(a) and 8.3(c), the number of overhead packets in ADMR needed to
maintain routes is quadrupled in the 3-group scenarios compared to the 1-group case.
However, MiCoN does not experience significant changes in its overhead packets in
the 3-group scenarios compared to the 1-group ones. The reason for the increase in
the number of overhead packet in ADMR is its separate multicast tree maintenance
for distinct groups.
In ADMR, multicast groups with shared receivers do not share states at the intermediate nodes; thus, nodes can have different multicast states and hence different
routes for the same receiver members belonging to different groups.

Due to this

separate management of distinct groups, there will be a higher cost in maintaining
multiple multicast trees. Therefore, ADMR's cost in terms of its overhead packets
will almost grow linearly as the number of groups increases. On the other hand,
MiCoN is a receiver-based protocol which does not store separate states for the same
receiver members belonging to different multicast groups. Consequently, MiCoN can
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utilize the same knowledge about shared receiver members over different multicast
groups without requiring further costs to maintain those receiver members.
Since ADMR suffers from a low packet delivery ratio in sparse scenarios, it would
not be fair to compare the performance of the two protocols in terms of their total
number of transmitted packets. This is because having a better total transmitted
packets does not equal a more efficient protocol in this case, but it merely reflects
the fact that there are more packet drops in ADMR and less effort in the delivery
of dropped data packets.

Therefore, rather than considering this total metric, I

considered the number of transmitted packets normalized by the number of received
packets to reflect both factors, packet delivery ratio and total number of transmitted
packets.
For the normalized transmitted packets, the performance of the two protocols
in both sparse and dense scenarios are close to each other. The reason for the improvement of ADMR on this metric compared to the other ones is its use of broadcast
transmissions. By sending broadcast transmission to multiple next neighbors, ADMR
can save some overhead by otherwise sending separate transmissions to each one of
its next neighbors.
Despite using broadcast transmissions, ADMR cannot maintain better normalized transmitted packets because, first, there are still inefficient and redundant data
packet transmissions done in ADMR as opposed to the efficient data packet routing
in MiCoN, and second, ADMR has a higher maintenance cost for keeping routes than
MiCoN as was compared in Figure 8.3.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, I have presented a new multicast routing protocol (MiCoN) for mobile
wireless ad hoc networks. The MiCoN routing protocol uses unicast transmission
rather than the usual broadcast transmissions done in prior multicast protocols. MiCoN is an on-demand routing protocol that uses a localized new multi-route unicast
routing protocol (Murun) to obtain multiple routes to the receiver members of a
group. The novelty of this unicast routing protocol is its loop avoidance even in the
presence of packet losses and the variable latency in the delivery of the control packets. Based on Murun, MiCoN packet forwarding is done by a local approximation
of the optimal multicast tree at each forwarding node. This local approximation has
the best upper bound in terms of the number of multicast tree edges which any other
local approximation can achieve. Based on the local approximation, the set of next
forwarding nodes is selected at each intermediate node and delegated accordingly.
In order to evaluate MiCoN, I also developed a new mobility model for generating
connected, sparse scenarios in wireless ad hoc networks and added this extension
to the ns-2 network simulator.

This model not only is useful for evaluating the

performance of multicast routing protocols in sparse networks, but it can also be used
to evaluate the previous work in general unicast routing or other protocols in ad hoc
network. I compared the performance of MiCoN against ADMR, the previously best
multicast routing protocol in ad hoc networks. MiCoN maintains better performance
in terms of its packet delivery ratio, latency, and overhead packets in dense scenarios
and significantly overperforming ADMR in sparse networks. MiCoN achieves packet
delivery ratios close to 100% in both sparse and dense scenarios, whereas ADMR's
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packet delivery ratio drops to as low as 70% in highly mobile sparse networks. The
delivery latency of MiCoN is half that of ADMR, while the number of transmitted
overhead packets in MiCoN remains much lower than ADMR.
Evaluating the performance of the underlying routing protocol (Murun), and analyzing the performance of unicast routing protocols in sparse networks remain the
subject of future work.
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Appendix A
U p p e r B o u n d for Local Approximation of the
Optimal Multicast Tree
I represent the set of neighbors with N, and the set of receivers with R, and the
facility cost associated to a neighbor with a.

In an optimal solution to the CN-

minimization problem, a subset rj of neighbors are chosen each giving service to a
set Dn of receivers. An assignment S is defined as the set of selected neighbors paired
with the set of receivers assigned to them. In the proof, I use the following symbols:

N: neighbors

i?:receivers

a\ neighbor cost

r]: set of selected neighbors C N

A(r) — n

Dnev = {reR

if neighbor N is assigned to r

| A(r) = n}

S = {(n, Dn) | n G 77}

cnr: minimum connection cost between neighbor n and receiver r
cr£n = minneyvcn7. (the minimum cost of reaching r across all the neighbors in N)
c

'r£R

— cnr

—

n

dreR — 1 + cr the minimum distance of the node from the receiver r
d'reR — 1 + c'r the distance of the node from the receiver r in the multicast tree
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The cost of an Assignment S is the sum of the connection costs Cij and the opening
costs of the neighbors a (the |.. .| symbol indicates the cardinality of a set):

C(5,) = ^ 4

+ a*|r/|

=

r&R

c'nr + a*\f]\
reR
n=A(r)

(A.l)
Where £n is defined as the cost of the receivers belonging to neighbor n.
First I prove the following lemmas:
Lemma A.0.1 Let c'r be the distance of the assigned neighbor to receiver r , and
c" be the minimum

distance of the chosen neighbors in an assignment S from this

receiver as stated above. Then c'r = c".
Proof Suppose the lemma does not hold, and there exist a receiver r which is assigned
to a neighbor n\ e r] with a higher cost than some other neighbor

E rj. By

removing r from the ni's group and assigning it to n 2 's group, the total neighbors
cost (facility costs) does not change. However the connection cost of r is reduced
by at least one resulting in the total connection cost

of this assignment to reduce

as well. Therefore, the original assignment was not an optimal solution and thus
contradicting the optimality of the solution. So, the lemma holds.

|

Lemma A.0.2 The cost of each assigned neighbor to a receiver can be at worst
units away from the best cost to the receiver.

Therefore, the assigned costs should

satisfy: c'reC>A{r) G {cr, cr + 1 , . . . , cr + [«]}•
Proof Suppose the optimal assignment is S\. Then, I prove this lemma by contradiction. If the lemma does not hold then 3(n', r') £ S\ s.t. CA(r')r' > <V + LaJ • Moreover,
since this neighbor does not have the optimal cost to this receiver 3n' \ c n v = cT>.
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Also, n' ^ Si, otherwise according to Lemma A.0.1 r' should be assigned to n' which
is not. Now, we consider the following assignment:
Li

i2

S2 = (s1-{(A{r),DAlr))})

L3

U((A(r),^M-{r'})} U i W ^ } }

. And rearrange the assignment Si as:
Li

L4

Si = (Si — {{Ar, DA(r))))

C L 2 = CL 4 -

CA(r)r>

CL 3 =

c

rir'

| J { ( ^ D ^ }

+ Oi = Cr> +

ft

C52 = Cii + Ci2 + Cl3 = Cii + Ci4 ~ <l4(r)r' + Cr> + «
= Csi + (<V + a - c /4(r)r /) < Csi
The last relation holds since
cr> + | a j =>• CA(r')r' > cr/ + a

(c r ' is an integer)

Cs2 < Csi is i n contradiction with the optimality of Si, thus the lemma holds.

|

Now, I prove the upper-bound theorem for the local approximation of the optimal
multicast tree.
Theorem A.0.3 (Local Approximation Upper Bound's Theorem) Let \M\ be the total number of edges in the multicast tree obtained by the local approximation of the
optimal multicast tree at nodes. Then, the upper bound limit for \M\ is ^2reRdr
\r)\ (1 — a) + amin{\R\

, \N\} — |i?| where ^2r£Rdr

+

is the sum of the minimum con-

nection costs from the node to the receivers. For 0 < a < 1, this bound is reduced to
Ylrendr which is the best upper-bound any algorithm based on the local information
can achieve .
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Proof Suppose the assignment corresponding to the local approximation (CNminimization problem) is S\.

Now we construct the Assignment S2 consisting of

the neighbors with minimum connection costs to receivers.
5*2 = {(n, Dn) I n G rj, Vr <E Dn : cnr = cr}
First, we will note that the number of assigned neighbors in any assignments
cannot be larger than the minimum number of entries in the R and N.

This is

because A(r) is a function so we have:
rj e N

\n\ < |./V|
}^\v\<mm(\N\,\R\)

A(r) is a function =>•

= Range(A) < Domain(A) = |i?|

Since Si is optimal we should have:

Csi < Cs2

+ «\v\ <

+

reR

<

a

reR

+ amin(|N|

,\R\)

reR

^

< < ^

reR

dr + a min ( | N | , |i2|) - a M

reR

The edges to the next neighbor in the multicast tree should be counted once per assigned neighbor whereas it is counted once per each receiver in the YlreR ^'r- Therefore
we have:

\M\ = J2<-\K\
reR

+ \v\<Y2dr

+ a

(min{\N\

,\R\} - \V\) - |J2| + M

reR

= ^ d
reR

r

+ \rj\ (1 - a) + amin{\N\

,\R\} - \R\
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which gives the bound we were looking for. For 0 < a < 1, the number of edges
is bounded by:
\M\ <

+ «{min{\N\,

\R\} - \V\) - |/2| + \rj\

r£R

<^dr

+ min{\N\,\R\}

- \t]\ - |i?| + |r?|

r£R

= Y^dr
reR

+ min{\N\

, |i?|} - |i?| < ^

dr

r€R

The last bound as discussed in the text earlier, is the best bound that any other
approximation of the optimal multicast tree which is based on the local information
can achieve in terms of the number of the multicast tree edges. This is because for
situations in which each receiver is only reachable through one of the neighbors, an algorithm has to choose the one neighbor corresponding to each receiver. Consequently,
the total number of edges in the optimal multicast tree can become as worse as the
sum of the shortest paths between the neighbors and receivers which is J2reR ^ r •

I
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Appendix B
Proof of t h e Loop-Freedom Property of Murun
In this section, I prove that Murun is able to produce loop-free routes regardless of the
inherent unreliability of transmissions over the wireless medium. Given G = (V, E)
a directed acyclic graph, I show that the network graph remains acyclic through the
protocol operation. To show that, it is sufficient to prove that whenever a link gets
added, it will not create a loop. As stated in the Murun operation, every node keeps
a unique identifier associated to a receiver (UID which I will call it uid for simplicity).
This uid gets updated every time a node loses all its routes to the given receiver for
which it has already sent a route-reply packet. Routes stored in a node's routing table
store the corresponding uid of their neighbor for any given receiver. Later, when they
want to transmit a packet to this receiver via one of their neighbors, they include
the associated uid for the (neighbor, receiver) pair. Upon receiving this packet, the
neighbor will first confirm if the uid matches with its current uid for that receiver,
and if it does not, it backtracks the packet back to the previous node. The previous
node will first remove its route via its previous next neighbor, and checks whether or
not it is left with any other routes for that receiver. If so, it will forward the packet
along its other paths; otherwise, it has gone out of routes and needs to initiate the
route-repair process via sending route-broken packet and waiting for route replies.
I define a link uid on a link from A to B as the uid received from node B at node
A for the receiver. As mentioned earlier, this uid might be valid or invalid depending
upon the successful reception of the latest control packet from B at A. I first prove
the following lemmas which are useful in proving the original problem.
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Lemma B.0.4 A routing loop exists if starting at one node in the loop and traversing
through the link directions, we get back to the starting node and all the link uids match
with the nodes' uid at the endpoints of the links.
Proof The proof follows from the protocol operation. Whenever a uid mismatch
occurs while the packet is being forwarded, the packet is backtracked to the previous
node so that the previous node fixes its current routes or use alternate routes. Therefore, the packet never gets stuck in a routing loop if a uid mismatch exists over the
links contained in the loop.

|

I define a transition interval for a node x and a given destination to be the period
of time since the latest lost-routes state for that destination till now, and represent
it with rx = (tx,tn)

where tx is the time of the last lost-routes state and tn is the

current time . I also define txy as the time when the last route-reply packet from
y was received at x which resulted in an update (txy e tx).

Since all the link uids

are valid, all the activities of the node have taken place within the r interval for
that node. maxDistxy

for any link xy in the network graph represents the maximum

known distance of node x from the receiver through y. maxDistxy
write it as one index maxDistx,

which I simply

is the maximum distance of node x from the receiver

which is the maximum across all its neighbors. The min-max distance of node a from
the receiver ( m i n m a x D i s t x ) is the minimum of the maxDist

of the node over all

the times when a route-reply was generated in the transition interval. The relation
between these quantities can thus be expressed in the following way:
maxDistxy

= 1+

maxDisty

xy£E

maxDistx

— max < maxDist.
y Vxy£E

minmaxDistx

= min {maxDistXt,

\ t! £ tx, x has sent a reply at t'}
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Lemma B.0.5 For any link x — y in the network graph at each time instant, the
following relations hold:
minmaxDistx
maxDistx

>

minmaxDisty

> 1+

minmaxDisty

Proof According to the definition of txy, node x has the information about the x — y
link in its routing table in the interval (txy,tn),

thus all its route-reply packets which

are sent in this interval should have a maximum distance larger than
Route-reply packets which are sent in the interval (tx,txy)

maxDistxy.

can however have a lower

maximum disntance, but they cannot be more than one-hop better than

maxDistxy\

otherwise, according to the protocol operation, the link x — y will not be added at
time txy. Therefore, I consider 2 cases:
The first case happens when a route-reply packet with maximum distance of
minmaxDistx

is sent in the interval (tx,txy)]

but no route-reply packets with such

distance is sent after this point on (it is either because node x does not send a routereply at all after txy or its maximum distance metric grows in this interval which
as just mentioned can be at most 1 hop greater than minmaxDistx

). The sec-

ond case corresponds to when a route-reply packet with the maximum distance of
minmaxDistx

is sent in (txy,tn).

the x — y link, minmaxDistx

Since such a reply is sent when node x possesses

shroud be at least as worse as maxDistxy.

Therefore,

corresponding to each one of these 2 cases, we have the following set of inequalities:
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minmaxDistx

> maxDistxy

—1 >

minmaxDist

case 1: <
maxDistx

> maxDistxy

minmaxDistx

> 1+

> maxDistxy

minmaxDist

> 1+

minmaxDisty

case 2: <
maxDistx

> maxDistxy

> 1+

minmaxDisty

Therefore, for any x — y link in the graph, the following relations exist between
the minmaxDist

and maxDist

of node x and minmaxDist

minmaxDistx
maxDistx
which completes the proof.

>

minmaxDisty

> 1+

minmaxDisty

of node y.

|

Theorem B.0.6 (Loop-Freedom Property) Murun is loop-free.
Proof I need to show that in the 2 cases where a link gets added in the protocol, no
loop occurs.
1. A route-reply gets added if the node has not sent a reply since it last lost all its
routes.
2. A route-reply gets added if the maximum distance to the receiver through this
neighbor is less than or equal to the min-max distance of the node from the
receiver over the previous route-replies which it has sent since it last lost all its
routes
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I first show that the first case is loop-less. As part of the protocol operation, a node
changes its uid after it loses all the routes. Since these uids are assumed to be unique
for a sufficiently large amount of time, every node which has a link to this node keeps
a different uid for that link. Therefore, even if the node's route broken packet gets
lost at some neighbor, the link uid from that neighbor to this node will have an invalid
uid and according to lemma B.0.4, a loop will not be created. So now, I consider
the second case. We should first note that if adding the link creates a loop, then all
the link uids along this loop should be valid (lemma B.0.4). Then, we assume that
adding a link a — b in the second case will lead a loop. In this case, there should
exist another path from node b back to a. This path can be written in the form
, • • •, Xn} where X\ = b, Xn = a, and n > 2. According to lemma B.0.5 for
any link Xi, Xi+\ in the network graph, we have:
minmaxDistx%
maxDistxi
Thus, the maxDist

>

minmaxDistxl+1

> 1+

minmaxDistxi+1

of nodeXi can be related to minmaxDist

of Xn in the following

way:

maxDistx0

> 1 + minmaxDistx

1> 1+

> ... > 1 + minmaxDistxn
maxDist^

> 1 + maxDist^

minmaxDistx2
=*• maxDistb

> 2+

> 1+

minmaxDista

minmaxDista

However, according to the protocol operation, only routes are added whose maximum distance through them to the receiver are at most one-hop away from the node's
minmax

distance from the receiver. The distance here is 2 hops larger than the min-

imum distance which prevents the link a — b from being added. But, this contradicts
the assumption that this link is added by Murun. Thus, the theorem holds.

|
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